
3. Parameters of invasive species distribution models (iSDMs)

Modeling potential vs. actual distribution 

of sudden oak death (SOD) in Oregon

Prioritizing landscape contexts for early detection and eradication of disease outbreaks

1. Motivation

Sudden oak death (SOD), caused by the invasive pathogen Phytophthora ramorum, is an
emerging infectious forest disease that causes severe ecological and economic problems in the
western US and several European countries. An isolated outbreak was discovered in Oregon in
2001 and despite considerable control efforts, disease continues to spread due to slow and
incomplete detection. We need spatial predictive tools that identify forests at risk of disease
spread and prioritize landscape contexts for early detection and eradication. Invasive species
distribution modeling (iSDM) provides effective analytical framework to predict disease spread.

2. Objectives & study area

1) Develop a model of P. ramorum potential distribution to identify forests at potential risk
of disease infection in six ecoregions in western and central Oregon.

2) Develop a model P. ramorum actual distribution to quantify the current extent of
sudden oak death epidemic in the quarantine area in southwest Oregon.

4a. Methods: Heuristic model of potential distribution 4b. Methods: Statistical model of actual distribution

We used multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) based on expert knowledge, laboratory tests, and
previously published studies to rank and weight climate and host availability conditions based
on their potential to harbor P. ramorum, produce inoculum, and spread the disease further.

Climate – PRISM database Topographic  – USGS DEM Vegetation – USFS/OSU LEMMA Dispersal pressure
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We used a machine-learning method maximum entropy (MAXENT) to find a statistical
relationship between field observations of disease occurrence and 18 predictor variables,
including climate and topographical factors, host species distribution, and dispersal pressure.
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Force of invasion - the inverse squared cumulative
distance (Di) between each source of invasion k
(confirmed between 2001 and 2004) and target
plot i (sampled between 2005 and 2008).

Model validation

2009, npos=102, nneg=34 

Area under the curve (AUC)
Commission and omission error rates

Jack-knife test of variable contribution to model gain

Logistic output to predict 0–1 range
500 iterations for model convergence
Regularization  to prevent overfitting
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5a. Results: Potential distribution

5b. Results: Actual distribution

Final spread risk score

Final spread risk ( ) was computed for pathogen’s reproductive season
(Dec-May) by finding the sum of the product of each ranked variable and
its weight, divided by the sum of the weights.
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Rank Precipitation
(mm)

Average max.
temperature (°C)

Average min.
temperature (°C)

5 > 125 18-22 -
4 100-125 17-18; 22-23 -
3 75-100 16-17; 23-24 -
2 50-75 15-16; 24-25 -
1 25-50 14-15; 25-26 > 0
0 <25 < 14; > 26 < 0

Variable Weight
Host species index 6
Precipitation 2
Maximum 
temperature

2

Minimum 
temperature

1

Biophysical 
properties of
P. ramorum

Climate suitability for 
inoculum production

Hosts 
Arbutus menzeisii – Pacific madrone
Arctostaphylos spp. – manzanita
Frangula californica – California buckthorn
Frangula purshiana - Pursh's buckthorn
Notholithocarpus densiflorus - tanoak 
Lonicera hispidula – pink honeysuckle 
Pseudotsuga menziesii – Douglas-fir 
Quercus chrysolepis – canyon live oak 
Quercus kelloggii - black oak 
Rhododendron spp. 
Rubus spectabilis - salmonberry 
Sequoia sempervirens - redwood 
Umbellularia californica – Oregon myrtle
Vaccinium ovatum - evergreen huckleberry 
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The model of potential distribution predicts the level and spatial variability of SOD disease
establishment and spread risk. Numerous forests across western Oregon face considerable
risk of invasion. The most threatened habitats are concentrated in SW Oregon where the
highest densities of susceptible host species exist, in particular tanoak.

Very high risk: 252 km2 (0.2%)
High risk: 1865 km2 (1.7%)

The model of actual distribution predicts the relative likelihood of P. ramorum current
invasion in the 2009 quarantine area. Based on the threshold that maximized model
effectiveness, we estimated current disease incidence across 65 km2 of land in Curry County.

Model accuracy Jack-knife test of variable importance

AUC = 0.911
Commission error = 0.18
Omission error = 0.13
Threshold = 0.124

1. Dispersal pressure
2. Precipitation
3. Max. temperature
4. Elevation

5. Tanoak
6. Evergreen huckleberry
7. Douglas fir

6. Conclusions

This research is the first effort to model SOD invasion in Oregon. While estimates of potential
distribution identify forests potentially threatened by disease invasion, the model of actual
distribution quantifies the current range at unsampled locations. These models provide
effective management tools to prioritize locations for early detection and eradication of
disease outbreaks, and illustrate how iSDM can be used to analyze the actual vs. potential
distribution of emerging infectious disease in a complex, heterogeneous ecosystem.
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